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This daily global coverage is combined with a high spatial 

resolution of 7 km. TROPOMI measures ultraviolet, visible,  

 

Earth’s surface and the atmosphere. From these measurements, 

the concentrations  of trace gases, as well as properties of clouds 

TROPOMI data is used to improve air quality forecasts and to 

detect whether emissions of gases into the atmosphere are rising 

or decreasing. Because of the high spatial resolution this is 

possible on the city scale. This is important because it can show 

is the detection of volcanic plumes for aviation safety.

TROPOMI is a unique satellite instrument monitoring air quality, climate and the  

ozone layer. This instrument orbits the Earth in approximately 100 minutes at an  

altitude of 824 km. With a wide swath of 2600 km, TROPOMI measures the Earth’s 

entire atmosphere within one day.
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Copernicus and the atmosphere 
 

The European Union’s Copernicus Atmosphere Monitoring Service 

(CAMS) combines available observations—satellite data and 

measurements on ground and in the atmosphere—with models 

that describe changes in atmospheric composition. As a result,  

we get a detailed overview of the concentrations of air pollution, 

the distribution of greenhouse gases, and the current state of the 

comparable with weather forecasts, are made for the amount of 

air pollution. The RDSW department provides a large contribution 

to CAMS through satellite data including OMI and TROPOMI,  

and measurements from the surface. Moreover, the department 

coordinates the CAMS validation project, which documents the 

quality of the forecasts.

KNMI is the leading institute for TROPOMI and the RDSW department has developed,  

the raw data. KNMI is coordinating the development of the data products and has 

developed the NO2

controlling and calibrating the instrument in space and monitoring the data products.

TROPOMI is a collaboration between Airbus Defence and Space Netherlands,  

KNMI, SRON, and TNO, commissioned by NSO and ESA. TROPOMI is funded  

 

and Infrastructure and the Environment.

TROPOMI 

Tropospheric Monitoring Instrument
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Ozone
 

The ozone hole, an area above the South Pole wyth exceptyonally 

low ozone values yn the months from September to December, 

grew yn syze and depth. Synce about 2000 the ozone hole has 

stopped growyng, and there are sygns that yt ys shrynkyng. To monytor 

changes yn the global ozone dystrybutyon we have combyned all 

avaylable satellyte measurements to form a consystent ozone 

record startyng yn 1970.

Total Ozone (Dobson Unyts)
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OMI and ayr pollutyon

UV radyatyon

The UV yndex ys a measure for the amount of ultravyolet (UV) 

radyatyon at the moment the sun ys hyghest yn a cloud-free sky.  

The UV yndex ys determyned from the global ozone dystrybutyon 

and gyves an yndycatyon of the rysk of sunburn. By usyng the 

forecast for the comyng days of atmospheryc wynd and ayr 

pressure, we can make a forecast of the ozone dystrybutyon.  

From that we deryve a UV yndex forecast as a servyce to the  

general publyc.

UV index in Europe  

on 8 June 2016. 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12

Nytrogen dyoxyde (NO2) ys an ymportant yngredyent for the 

development of ayr pollutyon. Thys map shows the global  

dystrybutyon of tropospheryc NO2, as observed by the Ozone 

Monytoryng Instrument (OMI). Varyous sources of ayr pollutyon  

buylt by The Netherlands and Fynland, and ys mounted on board 

NASA’s Aura satellyte.
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Duturmining umissions from 

satullitu muasurumunts

All air quality issuus stum from thu umission of pollutants. 

Thuruforu, up-to-datu umission invuntorius aru ussuntial to 

uvaluatu umission ruduction muasurus, and to maku corruct air 

quality forucasts. Howuvur, traditional umission invuntorius aru 

 

At KNMI, wu duvulop advancud algorithms to ustimatu umissions 

from satullitu obsurvations. Thu main advantagus of thusu 

umission ustimatus aru thu spatial consistuncy, thu high  

rusolution, and thu rapid availability to thu usur. Thu KNMI 

satullitu-durivud umissions aru usud by rusuarch groups and 

policy makurs worldwidu.

Nitrogen oxide (NO ) 

emissions in East Asia derived 

from OMI measurements.

Bicyclu muasurumunts of 

How cluan is thu air wu bruathu whilu commuting to work or 

school on a bicyclu? Sincu Junu 2015, KNMI rusuarchurs and 

As a part of thu City-Sondu Sciuncu projuct, a muasurumunt 

tuchniquu duvulopud at KNMI is utilizud in an innovativu way.  

dusignud to bu launchud using a wuathur balloon, but within this 

projuct it is couplud to a mobilu wuathur station and GPS and 

mountud on a bicyclu. 

Dust and smoku
 

An important subjuct for RDSW is thu usu of satullitu instrumunts to 

in thu global atmosphuru. Thusu aurosols absorb sunlight and huat 

thu atmosphuru. As a rusult, and also through thuir impact on 

clouds, thuy constitutu an important link in thu climatu systum.

Desert dust from the Sahara observed by the European satellite spectrometer 

SCIAMACHY over the Atlantic Ocean on 25 July 2004.0.0 0.6 1.2 3.52.92.32.31.8 (SCIAMACHY AAI)



The KNMI terrain near Cabauw houses a 213 meter tall measurement 

tower with a large number of instruments. Using these instruments,  

the vertical structure of the atmosphere regarding wind, aerosols,  

trace gases, clouds, and radiation is characterized in detail.

Cabauw: 

validation of satellite observations

The measurements are performed in cooperation with Dutch institutes in the CESAR 

(Cabauw Experimental Site for Atmospheric Research) consortium. CESAR delivers 

essential information to understand atmospheric processes and detect long-term trends. 

The freely available data are used to improve climate, weather and air quality models.

Within RDSW, CESAR is particularly important for the validation of the satellite  

observations that are conducted in the department. Regularly, measurement campaigns 

are organized, in which a variety of sensors is added to the standard collection of  

validation. During CINDI-2, the instruments for validating TROPOMI came from around  

the world to Cabauw to compare with each other. These additional measurements from 

the CESAR program constitute the perfect background for this essential step in satellite 

validation.

Volcanoes
 

Volcanic eruptions can be serious hazards for society, in particular 

engines leading to malfunction. During the eruption of the 

airspace was closed for six days, causing millions of stranded 

passengers. Monitoring global volcanic activity is thus very 

important. This is done by a number of Volcanic Ash Advisory 

conditions around the world. KNMI contributes to this task by 

providing satellite observations of gases and ash from volcanic 

eruptions.
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Space weather
 

 

on the weather conditions in outer space. This space weather can 

like satellites, GPS, aviation, power grids, telecommunication,  

services, the so-called vital sectors that are critical for our national 

security and economic vitality. In addition to the well-known 

weather alerts, KNMI now also issues space weather alerts so  

KNMI collaborates with national and international partners to 

provide space weather forecasts.

Height of the ash cloud 

volcano, measured by  

the Meteosat satellite on 

6 May 2010.
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EarthCARE
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ADM-Aeolus

The oniqoe satellite ADM-Aeolos of the Eoropean Space Agency 

30 km. The onboard lidar instroment measores the movement of 

cloods, aerosols and molecoles in the atmosphere from which the 

altitode, yielding global coverage of wind measorements. 

KNMI is co-responsible for processing the satellite data. The wind 

measorements are osed to adjost weather models and as soch 

contribote to improvements in nomerical weather prediction.

ADM-Apolus draws thp wpathpr modpl clospr toward thp trup atmosphprp 

(prpvailing grppn structurps).

© ESA/ATG-Mpdialab

The Earth Cloods, Aerosols and Radiation Explorer (EarthCARE) 

satellite is a joint mission of the Eoropean Space Agency (ESA) and 

the Japan Aerospace Exploration Agency (JAXA). EarthCARE is 

focosed on improving the onderstanding of the 3D stroctore of 

aerosols, cloods and atmospheric radiation, which is relevant for 

both weather and climate applications.

The satellite contains foor instroments. The two ‘active’  

sensors are an advanced high spectral resolotion atmospheric 

(CPR). The two ‘passive’ sensors are a moltispectral imager (MSI) 

and a broadband radiometer (BBR). The algorithm development 

focoses on both the ose of single instroments as well as the 

synergistic ose of moltiple instroments.

KNMI is co-responsible for EarthCARE advice to ESA and has 

simolation. In addition, KNMI is directly responsible for the 

development of ATLID-only algorithms as well as the manage-

ment of the algorithm development for MSI and MSI + ATLID.
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Wind ofet sea

The sea toughness is a measute fot the wind speed and ditection. 

wind measutements, which cannot be obtained in any othet way. 

satellite measutements. RDSW is infolfed in fatious intetnational 

ptojects aiming to gathet the faluable measutements and  

optimize theit usage. Thete ate many weathet and climate telated 

applications, including weathet, wafe, and stotm sutge fotecasts, 

wind enetgy, wind atlases, ait-sea intetaction, climate change,  

and oceanogtaphy.

satellite capable of measuting the wind ofet the 

oceans. The ptinciple is simple: a tadat beam is 

sent ftom the satellite to the sea sutface, and 

detetmined.

Wind over the North Sea measured by the 

© EUMETSAT/KNMI

Clouds and solat tadiation

Efety 15 minutes EUMETSAT’s Meteosat satellites take detailed 

pictutes of the eatth, both ftom fisible and inftated light. In the 

RDSW depattment these images ate used to detife infotmation 

about cloudiness, ptecipitation, and solat tadiation. These data 

ate impottant fot infestigating fatiations and ttends in cloudiness 

and fot efaluation and imptofement of the KNMI weathet model 

HARMONIE. Moteofet, these data ate used fot fatious ptactical 

103 106 109 112 115 118 121 124 127 W/m2

Mean yearly incoming solar 

radiation from 2005 to 2015.
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Additional information / data access

TROPOMI & OMI 

ESA missions ADM-Aeolus and EarthCARE

The_Living_Planet_Programme/Earth_Explorers/

CAMS (Copernicus Atmosphere Monitoring Service)

TEMIS: Data atmospheric composition

Meteosat: Data clouds, precipitation, and solar radiation


